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CAREERS IN PHYSICS
by WILBUR V.-JOHNSON
Eiecutiye Officer
American Association of Physics Teachers

INTRODUCTION

PHYSICS IS AS OLD as man's curiosity in the inanimate world
around him. It began with observation of heavenly bodiesthe
stars, moon, and planets. The-repeated cycling of the moon through
its phases, the observed motion of the stars during the night, the
changing positions of the moon and planetsthese were noted
carefully and remembered.

Ettit then a few men began to wonder about what they saw. Why
do these things occur? What must the world be like for us to see
what we do? This brought imagination and speculation into play.

,Someone suggested that 'a great transparent globe surrounded the
earth and that points of light were stuck to it. This globe was
thought to spin steadily around the earth, thus accounting for the
observed motion of the stars. Of course, our "explanation" today
is quite different. .

NATURE OF PHYSICS

OBSERVATION AND SPECULATION seeing something and asking
why these are the essence of all sciences. Physics is the Most
basic and fundamental of these. It is concerned with the nature of
matter itself. Physicists strive. to unravel the ultimate_ mysteries of
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the stuff-from -which the universe,is made. Because of its fUnda-
mental character, physics has contributed much to many fields as
well. -Dr. Edward M. Purcell, co-winner of,the 1952 Nobel. Prize-
ikPhySies, summed it up this way in a recent interview:

"Ever since the dawnof hiStory, experimenters have 'been
driven* an unquenchable curiosity to solve the mysteries_they
saw. in nature. 'Why do these things happen?''theyasked. And

`how do they happen?' The answers they- discovered funda-
mental truths about _matter, energy and motion make up
phySics, man'S.baSic science.

"Why atoms stick together is physicsand so physics under-
jiertit, e science of chenlistry; Why stars shine is physies=so
physics is the ,key to understanding astronomy. Engineering
and -in fact practically all :of ,modern technology, is based on
physieS.

"Physicists-formulated the principles that opened the way,
to the development of radio, radar, the electron microscope and
the computer. They discovered X-rays, cosmic rays and radio-
activity. They probed the core of the atom to discover the struc-
ture of the nucleus and the laws that overn matter in that
domain:

"Physics proVided many of the basic theories and physicists
most of the devices that made it possible for man to vault safely
into space and land on the moon. Besides ideas, physics has
also contributed toolsthe mass. spectrograph; Geiger counter

.and X- ray diffraction, for examplethat have profoundly af-
fected research in other sciences." 40

NATURE OF PHYSICISTS

WHAT ARE THE PERSONAL traits and interests that a young person
should possess to undertake serious study of physics? Drawing on
his experience as a renowned teacher and researcher, Dr. Purcell
also answered this question: .

"I must stress that 'physics is a demanding, highly competi-
tive profession and that only young people; with a genuine in-
tellectual interest in the science and the world around them are
likely to be-happy and successful in it. Those attracted mainly
by the glamor, excitement, and prestige are better off elsewhere.

"Honest answers to the following can give you- some idea
if you possess the essential personal qualifications: Does science
fascinate you? Are you at home With abstract ideas? Do you
have a strong curiosity *lout how things work? Do you enjoy
tackling new problems and think them...through clearly and
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The University a* ingtot_i_Mielear Physics Laboratory: Overview at the Tendemyin,
de Graaf Adelerstcir,

UnWersityofWashmoon.SeaWe.

logically, seeking to solve. them with experimental ingenuity?
"Do you enjoy puzzles? most physicists I know have al-

ways been fond of them and still are! Do you enjoy explaining \
things? Maybe you will make a fine science teacher.

"How about girls? There are far too few: in the field -only.
three percent. Many girls are keen-minded and inquisitive, and
would make. first-class physicists. Many Women have found
successful careers in the profession and a number of them have
distinguished themselves. We need more women in science; and
I hope more of them will find their way in through physics."

6



CONTENT IN PHYSICS

THE SUBJECT MATTER of physics is rich and varied, as described inss

the following words of Dr. Purcell:
"The scope of physics is widening constantly. Research,

proceeding at an-incredibly rapid pace, -has olidtied7tieViifriors
to a wide variety of intriguing specialties. For example: Solid
state physics has given us the transistor, micro electronics and
the solarbattery, and promises much more. Astrophysics stud-
ies the stars and space physics the vast area_betWeen them and
the Nuclear physlcs is the basis for atomic energy and
for applications of radioactivity in chemistry and medicine.
Chemical physics (pretty close to_ physical chemistry), studies
thelorces between molecules. Through biophysics and medical
physics the tools and ideas of physics 'are brought to bear on
the mechanism of life and the treatment of disease. Low tem-
perature physicists study the weird behavior of matter near
absolute zero and are finding astonishingly practical applica-
tions. Optics and optical engineering include work with the
amazing inte4S6-light laser beams, infrared devices and lensless
photography." 42
To his listmight be added the following subfields:
Acoustics, the science of sound, including underwater trans-

mission, shock waves, and ultrasonics.
Crystallography, the study of the internal arrangement of solids.
Elementary particle physics, concerned with the nature of the

fundamental constituents of matter.
Plasma physics, some of whose workers are attempting to re-

produce and control on earth the processes responsible for the
sun's energy.

Physics has also played an important role in such related fields
as astronomy, cosmology, electronics, geophysics, meteorology,
oceanography, and physical chemistry.

CAREERS IN PHYSICS TEACHING

WHAT DOES A physicist do? There are many answers to that ques-
tion. They generally fall into three categories: teaching, research,
and administration.

Below the junior high school level, physics is seldom taught as
a separate course but is included in classes on science. It is, there-
fore, rare to find an elementary school teacher identifying himself
as a physicist. Most junior high schools offer classes in physical
science. These are sometimes taught by a physics teacher. A senior-

4



level-class in physics is offered by many-high schools. Many
changes-in both curriculum and-teaching technique at these levels
have recently -been suggested and are now being adopted. Young
people whO,enterpese teaching fields in the near future may share
the eXcitethent and satisfaCtion of putting them to use.

A relative newcomer to American' education is the two-year
college (junior college and community college are alternate names).
MoSt of these_:offer physics courses and employ teachers of physics.
Many dale courses are similar to.those taught at otheiiinstitutions
of higher education. There-is, -in addition, One Categoryoffered only
at two -year institutions. These are theeiasses:to be-taken by stu-
dents preparing for such careers as x-ray technician, dental assist-
ant, and engineering -aide. They are relatiVely new-fields. Suitable
course materials for them simply do-not yet exist; A young person

_choosing this area for a teaching career can find _considerable
opportunity for personal initiative and creativity.

Many physicists are also employed by four-year collegs and
universities. Courses taught at this -level are-often categorized. in
terms of- the students studying,thein: physics and engineering ma-

jors, students planning to Specialize in other fields; and individuals
_without career- interest in science. One-of the greatest challenges_
at present for-this last group is to develop courses that demonstrate
the efforts science and technology-can make to solVe the problems
of the modern world. Considerable thought is also being given to
broadening the physics, majOr to prepare its graduates for a wider
range of careers. Tedching at this level, as in secondary schools and
two-year, colleges, can be a very creative and satisfying profession.
Teaching as a creative and satisfying profession: Chin Creek High School, Englewood,
Colorado. The Aiiiericin Asiocrahon of Physics leathers

-
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CAREERS IN PHYSICS RESEARCH \

MANY PHYSICISTS SPEND their time in fundamental research, at-
tempting -to add new information to the science. Some spend much
of their time in a laboratory. Here they think up new experiments
and then design and builphe necessary apparatus. Experimental
physics, as this is called, is sometimes done by individuals or small
groups. Quite often it is carried on by large research teams. Nu-,
meicius investigations designed to increase our understanding-of
matter itself are conducted by such groups using huge particle
accelerating machines in university and government laboratories.

Other research physicists hardly eve: visit a laboratory but
instead essentially do experiments with paper and pencil. They
try to create a mental image, or model, oraPlijisical situation.
Then they work out the conclusions that necessarily follow fro_ m
that model. Usually some of these conclusions can be checked by
experiments to see if they agree with observed facts. If they do,
the model is a useful one and has added to our understanding. If
they don't, then othermodels must be created and new calculations
made. This kind of activity, theoretical physics, is very abstract.
It requires a thorough understanding ;of advanced matherhatics.

Although they appear quite different in nature, experimental
and theoretical research generally proceed in step with each other.
Many large research teams, contain some theoreticians and some
experimentalists. Both groups work together on the same general
problem. Each individual contributes from his own experience and
knowledge, to the prOject. Research like this, performed solely to
increase'our knowledge about and understanding of nature, is des-
ignated; basic or fundamental research. Although some is done in
government and industrial laboratories, most of it is carried out at
universities. Its practitioners often teach as well. In this way, they
combine two creative activities into a single career.

Another area of research, equally creative but quite different in
its purpose, is usually designated applied research or ,development.
It is directed toward problem solving and developtnetit of tech-
niques and procedures. In this way it differs from basic research. It
has specific short-range objectives other than creating new knowl-
edge for its own sake. Much research activity in industrial labora-
tories, which is aimed at producing new and improved products, fits
this category. Recent efforts to reduce the problems of environmen-
tal pollution are another example. In general, knowledge and tech-
niques of basic research are applied to fin practi al solutions to
existing problems. Both theoreticians and experii ntalists play a
role in applied research and development, much 4 they do in
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fundamental research. Even wheathe subject matter of physics is
not deeply involved, the attributes of a research physicist are very
useful.

CAREERS IN ADMINISTRATION

A-THIRD GENERAL career category for physicists is administration.
Most of: these positions exist in conjunction with the types of em-
ployment already described. Some physicists at universities and
colleges, after a successful career in teaching and research, become
deans, vice-presidents, or presidents. Directors of research in
university, government, and industrial laboratories have often be-
gun their careers as research specialists. It is not uncommon also
to find business executives in technically oriented corporations
who have .extensive experience in applied research and develop-
ment. Numerous foundations and agencies, both private and federal,
that are involved with science offer administrative careers to in-
dividuals with,experience in academic or industrial physics.

cr

OTHER CARE'ERS

THERE ARE MANY other industrial jobs that physicists can perform
capably. Sometimes these are related to research or development
projects, but often they are not. Assembling, testing, and main-

-



taining-apparatus is one such task. "Trouble. shooting", on produc-
tion:assembly lines is another._ Assignments such as engineering
aide's, computer programmers, andsystems analysts are frequently
accepted by physicists. Monitoring radiation standards and sam-
pling inanufaCtured products forquality control are other examples.
Wherever technical problems exist,individualS with backgronndS
in physics can tielp tO_solve them.

The study of physics can also be used as a springboard to careers
in other fields. Of course this is obvious in such closely related
areal as astronomy and_ geophysics. The medical s fences, patent
law, the environmental sciences; the historY of S ncei, and science
writing'als'a offercareets to individuals-wittisoine training in phys-
ics. In fact, the study of physics as one of the "liberal arts" can be
a-valuablecoMponent in almoSt any career. Science and technology,
will continue to play a dominant role in modern life. Thus, they will
remain of great importance to people in all walks of life.

NUMBER OF PHYSICISTS

PosfrioNs ARE AVAILABLE in either teaching.or research for in-.
dividuals with varying amounts of,college work in physics..
Naturally,: starting salariei and-the degree of independence and
responsibility in the position increase with the amount of edu '
tional background. Each level of teaching position also has a rath r
specific degree requireMent for prospective teachers.

In the spring of 1971 the National Science. Teachers Associa-
tion identified over fifteen-thousand high school physics teacheA,.
Many of these also teach courses other than physics. The usua
academic background required is a bachelor'S degree with a majo
emphasis in one field and a minor concentration in another. Math-,
etnatics is'a particularly attractive second field for physics teachers.
Either chemistry or biology is also- appropriate. In addition, the
potential teacher must meet the certification standards of the state
in which he hopes to teach.

At the two-yeat college level there are perhaps two thousand
active physics teachers. A master's degree in physics is now gen-
erally recognize&as the minimum preparation necessary to obtain
such a p6sition. Some states, in addition, have certification re-\
quirements. ComPletion of requirenients for master's degree ,
senerallY takes one to two years beyond'tbe bachelor's degree.

Approximately twelve-thousand physicists are employed by.
four-year.colleges and universities. It is very rare for newly
appointed members of these physics faculties not to- have their
doctorates. Anyone seriously contemplating such a career must
plan approximately five years of intensive study in physics after



receiving. his bachelor's degree. A major -part of -this graduate
-study is devoted- to research activity and preparation of a dis-
sertatiOn. In/the last year or two seyeral leading institutions have
questioned/the appropriateness of intensive research activity as
preparation for college teachers. As, a result, now programs with
more emphasis on cultivating teaching skills and less on developing
research abilities are being instituted. lumuSt be emPhasized that
these programs are new and that their acceptability is still to be
,established: A young person just now beginning adecadeof study
in Pi eparation for a college teaching career should certainly watch
these developMents carefully before selecting af/firticular adVanced
degree program.. .

, Private. industries employ about twelve-thousand .physicists.
The federal government and non-profit organizations provide
work for another -sii-thousand personnel. About 140 percent of
industrial'physicists -have doctorates, 30 perdent master's degiwees,
and',30, percent- the bachelor's degree. Theithred degrees are rep-
resented almost equally. among physicists einployed'by.,the gov-
ernment. Itiis interesting to note that almost equal numbers_ of
physicists work-in private industry and in four-year colleges and
universities. ,.

EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION

THE MOST DESIRABLE VI school pkeparationlot a career in
-physics is 'independent O, -the particular occupational objective.
Thesestudies should be broadly based but with a good qmcentra-,
lion of science and, mathematics_courpes. A serious student will
elect one-course in science and another In mathematics each year.1
He will also,find useful several years' study of one modern 'foreign

EdoCational Preparation: Kansas StateUriversey.
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language. Finally, if courses in advanced physics or computer
prografinning are available, they make very worthwhile electives.,

At the same time, serious attention must be given to humanities
and- social, sciences. Courses in English composition and Speech
are important to assist the student:in gaining skill in-both oral and
Written communication. Knowledge of the arts and literaturecan,
enable ;On ,use his leisure time wisely and -cfeatively: Some

wittithsacial sciences is almost niandatory,in today's
increasingly complex society. Failure to complete -this- entire- pro-
gram-in high- schoici is not an insurmountable obstacle since- de-
fiCiencies may be removed in college. ToO, many deficiencies,
however, jiay len3then the time required to-complete the desired.
college- program,

'Each; student should -consult- with- his high school counselor
to ensure satisfaCtion of additionatsequirements imposed by the
college he will attend. Once enrolled there he will find departmental,
advisors-available- assist with planning his Program. it will cer.=
tainly include concentrated study of, pkySics and mathematics.
The tdetaiis will depend on whether he ultimately chooses wealTer
in teacring,. in research,,or in-both. If high school teaching is his
objectiye, he' will take education, psychology, and student teaching
insteaq of some advanced physics courses. Preparation for a career
in-college teaching may inelude similar courses. This Will be
Particularly true if the new graduate programs mentioned previously
prOe effective and acceptable. Perhaps the best advice a student-
can,aceept is to keep his career objectives as flexible as possible

,in order to react positively to changing economic factors.

cOUNSELIN

MANY, YOUNG PEOPLE find educational and vocational counseling
helpfill.in choosing an appropriate and satisfying career. Anyone
nterested in assessing his ,assets and limitations in 'relation to a
Areer as.a physicist should considtr the counseling services in his

o n school or those of a professional counseling service. Especially
suitable are the field offices of the 13'nai B'rith Career and Counsel,
ing Services and any local counseling agency. approved.' by the

`American Board on Counseling Services: A list of these_agencies
is published in a DIRECTORY OF APPROVED COUNSELING AGENCIES..,
This directory is available in many schOol and public libraries.,

S

FINANCIAASSISTANCE FOR STUDENTS

MANY SOURCES OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE in the form of scholar-
ships, fellowships, and loans are available to serious college
students, both undergraduate and graduate. Lack of personal funds
should not discourage a student with career interests in physics

. \



, from attending College. A major stud et reference source providing
litformatiow:about Student aidS SCHbt,ARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS
AND:LoANs, authored by Dr. S. Normym rangeld_and published
by the -Bellman Publishing Coinpany,' This cotnpanNo issues
the SCHOLARSHIPS; FELLOWSHIPS AND LOANS NEWS SERVICE, a

quarterly newSletter devoted to reporting new doielopments in
.student .aid funds. as they are established. Many colleges 'Ikave
,Financial AssiStance offices which can also -be very 'helpful in
this regard..-

-Most. physics departments have student positions available.
-Particularly-in,dolleges -without physics graduate progi'ams, junior
and seniOr_phySicS major§ Often serve as teaching assistants,,
research- assistants, and stockroom managers. Although pay is
tnodesti.it -does ,help offset the costs of attending college. Furthet-
more, these positions bring the student into a close relationship
With his tnofessors:The work may give him a first-hand ipplessiOn
of what a career in physics is really like. Departmentsywith a major
:graduate program generally have a number of teachi,ng and research
assistantships. These are intended to support students during their
years- of graduate study. Application felt ttiem is usually made
simultanemisly with application for adnfssion to the graduate
program. 0

SALARIES

THE AMOUNT A PHYSICIST AltNS depends very much on the nature
of -his employment, his educational background, and his work
experience. Starting salaries in 1970 for high school phySics teacherS
who had just received bachelor's degrees averaged $7000 $7500.
At the same tine, their classmates whO\ accepted appointments in
industry or government began at about $10,000 per year. The
relatively small fraction of this group who took poSitions .with
colleges or foundations received average salaries of $7500 $8000..

-Beginning salaries for high school teachers generally increase
about $600 for each year of study beyond the bachelor's degree,
up to a maximum of three years,. Thus,,with a master's degree Gbr

five years of college study), a new high school teacher may earn
$7500 $8000. With a doctorate he can expect $8500 $9000z
incidentally, many higktschool science teachers have advanced
degieesin education or one Of its subfields rather than in a scien-
tificspecialty. Starting salaries in industry and government average
about $12,000 for-the holder of a master's degree and about $15,000
for an inexperienced physicist with a doctorate degree. The corre-
sponding figures for a beginning college or 'university instructor are,
perhaps, $9,000 with a master's and $12,000 with a doctorate de-.
gree. These. last figures are only estimates.,Thire is considerable
variation in-salary schedule from one institution to another.



Every second year the federal government supports a survey
of U: S. scientists to determine their salaries and other charac-
leristiCs. The median salaries for physicists in 1970 are shown in
the f011Owing tables:

Number of Median
Type of Employment Individuals Salary
Total, All EMployers 36,33\6 $15,900
Educational Institutions 18,085 ' 13,500
-Federal Government 3,912 17,400
Other Gov6rnment 101, 12,100
Non-profit Organizations 902 18,600

industry and Business 9,844 18,000
Self - Employed . 285 20,000
Military . 763
Others 60 8,200
Employer Reported 293
Unemployed 2,116

Number of Median
PrimaryWork Activity Individuals Salary
Research and Development 17,544 $16.200
Ranagement or

Administration 5,460 22,100
Teaching 8,418 14.600
'Production andinspectior 240 15,000
ConsUlting 412 18,706
Exploration, Forecasting,

Reporting '775 13,500
Other 377 15,800
Activity not Reported , 994 16,700

Number of 'Median
Highest Degree Individuals Salary
Doctdate 16,637 $17,300
Master's 12,215 14,100
Bachelor's 7,392 14,600
Degree not Reported 92' 13,800

Remember that these are median salaries: half the people in
, each category earn more; the other half less. The actual range in

salaries is illustrated by noting that in 1970 ten percent of the
physicists reported earned less than $10,000, while the top ten
percent earned mere than $25,000.

In perusing these tables the reader should be aware that the
figures are compiled from queMionnaires returned by individual

r



physicists. SinceLnot everyone responds, the actual numbers of
physicists are-so ewhat greater than shown. In particular, many
high school physics teachers identify with other disciplines. Their
salaries are not included in these tabulations. ------

FINDING A JOB

ONE STRAIGHTFORWARD WAY TO FIND the first job is to work
through a College Placement Office. School districts send repre-
sentatives' to the campus to interview prospective high school
teachers. The same has been true orinditStrial and government
laboratories. Interviewers talk Ito graduates at-all degree levels.
The placement services of most institutions remain available to
their alumni - throughout their working careers.

.-

For the bachelor's degree candidate;who wishes t9 g
/

o on to
graduate school, and for advanced degree students who hope to
take positions on college or university campuses, procedures are
A bit different. Regarding these openings, physics departments
throughout the country generally communicate among- thern-
selveS. The student. therefore, should contact the appropriate
faculty or staff .member in his own department for information
anetad vice. -

The Amerit-an Association of Physics Teachers is one of
several leading physics societies that cooperated to establish
the American Institute of Physics: This agency provides a num-
ber of services needed jointly by all the societies. One of these is
the physics Placement Service. It maintains lists of available po-
sitions of ail: types. These may be examined free of charge by
anyone seeking a physics position. The Placement Service also

The University.ot.Washingten-Nuclear Physics Laboratory:*Adjusting the On source.
University of Washington:Seattle, Wish.
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aintains filesbf qualification sheets filled out by job applicants.
tour times each year these sheets are compiled into books and
ade available to prospective employers. For the benefit of

tudents and teachers a list of summer jobs is also prepared an-
nually. Additional information may be obtained from the Ameri-
can Institute of Physics, 335 East 45th Street, New York, N.Y.
16017.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR JEWISH AND
OTHER MINORITY GROUP YOUTH

TODAY, IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICS, there are intensive efforts to
Iseek out and employ members of minority groups, to establish
training programs and to make scholarships and loanS available.

Religious. or minority group discriinination in physics- is the
eXception rather than the rule. This is due primarily to the com-

t
biped- efforts -of professional counselors assisting youth today.

t Enlightened business communities, the work of civil rights agen-
tcies like the Anti-defamation League of B'nai B'rith, and the
enactment of federal, state and local anti-discrimination laws have
all contributed to make this an attractive and non-discriminatory
profession.

IN COLLEGE AND CAREER PLANS OF JEWISH HIGH'SCHOOL
YOUTH, a'research study conducted by the B'nai B'rith Career
and Counseling Services in cooperation with B'nai B'rith Women,
approximately 75 percent of the boys surveyed indicated' they

- hoped to enter professional and technical occupations. Another
7 percent selected executive, managerial And administrative occu---

,potions. More than 75 percent of the girls surveyed hoped even.:
Mallyto enter profeSSional or technical occupations. Thus, many
Jewish youth are headed toward occupational categories that in-

. elude the fieldbf physics."

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK

DURING THE TEN OR TWELVE YEARS following the start of the
space age in the .late 1950's, U. S. science,"including physics,
flourished. A serious effort was made to increase the quality and,
quantity of, research physicists. The latter's success is now pain-
fully obvious. For the first time in many years, new physics
Ph.D.'s find it difficult or impossible to find positions. The supply
of -well- trained talent now exceeds the demand. This maybe due ,
somewhat to the recent economic downturn, but that is only one
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contributor. Amajor factor is 'simply tha. t the country is now pro-
ducing More-graduate physicist it can use.than

A similar situation may be yeloping for prospective high
\d

school teachers. ,Although high school science teachers have
been in demand, the number of new college graduates prepared
to teach a science has increased fairly steadily from the mid-
1950's until the present. Indeed, the group expected to graduate
in 1970 was unusually large. In estimating 1970 demand for
natural and physical science teachers, the National Education
Association judged them to be in "low supply." Opportunities
remain good in this area, but close attention. must be given to
possibly changing trends." .

What does this mean for thecapable high school student with
serious interest in physics? Should he avoid the field completely?
No, for two reasons: first, there will always be positions for dedi-
cated, capable people. If physics is his main interest, he would be
unhappy not to pursue it. Second, it may be tell years, if he studies
for a doctorate, before he first seeks employment.. The economic,
situation then can be quite different from what it is at the present
time. .'

In condlusion, it seems most appropriate to quote some sound
-advice John W. Gardner gave more than ten years ago:

1



On many occasions in the future there' will be an imbal-
ance, between the number of men trained for a given line of
work and'the number of jobs available\ Attempts will be made
to minimize this through accurate forecasts of manpower
needs, but experience, with such forecast s has been discourag-
ing. The alternative, -and the wiser otirse -is to eduCate men
and women who are capable of applying excellent fundamental
training to'awi,de range of specific jobs.

"Nothing contributes more damagingly td the unemplOy-
ment of .eduCated talent than rigid specialilation and rigid
attitudes supporting this speCiiiiiation. The future is neces,
sully hazardous for the individual who rains-himself to do a
specific job, receives an advanCed degree or that line of work,
and:believes that society owes hiM a livin :doing it....

"Talented young people should not e misled in these
matters. They must not be led to assume t atthere is always
a market for talent. But while the individu must he realistic,
all who care about excellence in a societ must he vigilant
concerning the waste of talent." 30
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